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Abstract—Modeling multi input multiple output (MIMO) wireless channel continues to be a challenging area of research due to the stochastic nature observed in the path gains and the medium being infested with uncertainty. Traditional methods of modeling the MIMO channels have already been established to be reliable tools yet certain issues still remain in the forefront. This primarily is attributed to the fact that at some stage a prediction aspect plays a significant part where soft computing tools can play a significant part. Soft-computational approaches have been accepted as additional options as these tools learn from the environment, retain it and use the knowledge acquired for subsequent processing. The constraints observed with computational complexity of such systems are lowered by combining them with other statistical and evolutionary aids. Here, we propose such a framework designed using fuzzy systems and a variation of Recurrent Neural Network (RNN). Fuzzy systems have proven to be effective for modeling uncertainty while RNN is a derivative of Artificial Neural Network (ANN) that adopts multiple feedback loops to track time-dependent variations in input patterns. Further, decision directed equalizer (DFE) based estimates of the channels are utilized for training the composite hybrid block formed around an adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS). The ANFIS is constituted by fuzzified RNN (FRNN) blocks configured to model MIMO channel characteristics and optimized by a Self Organizing Map (SOM). During the fuzzification stage, a genetic algorithm (GA) block selects the most suitable set of parameters (center, slope and spread) of the Bell-membership function (MF) which contributes to the precision of the system. The proposed architecture demonstrates lower processing speed and improved precision during recovery of transmitted data through severely faded MIMO channels compared to other fuzzy based methods.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Multi input multiple output (MIMO) wireless system is a backbone of high data rate mobile communication networks though its channel estimation continues to be a challenging area. It is because of the uncertainty and stochastic behaviour observed in the wireless medium resulting due to fading, interference and correlation among propagation paths and related variations. A host of traditional methods of modeling the MIMO channels have already been explored and respective potential established. Further, soft-computing approaches have been accepted as additional options as these tools learn from the environment, retain it and use the knowledge acquired for subsequent processing. Over the years, soft computing tools like Artificial Neural Network (ANN), fuzzy systems and their combinations have received attention in wireless communication. This is because of the fact that these are learning based systems. These acquire knowledge from the environment, hold back the learning and use it subsequently. The constraints observed with computational complexity of such systems are lowered by combining them with other statistical and evolutionary aids. It offers improvement in performance. Fuzzy systems provide qualitative and knowledge based mechanisms for control and decision making while ANNs are non-parametric prediction tools that have the ability to replicate biological behaviour. It provides fuzzy-based hybrid systems like neuro-fuzzy blocks the ability to acquire numeric-qualitative, expert level decision making and demonstrate greater adaptability and robustness while modeling unknown processes or situations. Such advantages of fuzzy based systems combined with ANNs are analyzed and configured for modeling wireless channels and related phenomena. Fuzzy systems along with neuro components form Fuzzy Neural System (FNS) and Neuro Fuzzy System (NFS). These are robust, adaptive and efficient systems for application as expert decision making modules suitable for a wide range of processes including dealing with the stochastic MIMO channels.

Here, we propose an approach based on a hybrid soft-computing framework designed using fuzzy systems and a variation of Recurrent Neural Network (RNN). Fuzzy systems have proven to be effective for modeling uncertainty while RNN is a derivative of Artificial Neural Network (ANN) that adopts multiple feedback loops to track time dependent variations in input patterns. Further, decision directed equalizer (DFE) based estimate of the channel is provided to the composite hybrid block formed using an adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS). The ANFIS is constituted by fuzzified RNN (FRNN) blocks configured to model MIMO channel characteristics and optimized by a Self Organizing Map (SOM). During the fuzzification stage, a genetic algorithm (GA) block selects the most suitable set of parameters (center, slope and spread) of the Bell-membership function (MF) considered for aiding to the precision of the...
An account of some applications of fuzzy systems in communication is provided in [1]. One of the earliest reported applications of fuzzy systems in wireless communication is described in [2]. It reports the use of a recursive least square (RLS) fuzzy adaptive filter for non-linear channel equalization. A work of similar nature that can also be considered to be among the few earliest reported is [3]. It deals with a fuzzy based channel equalization problem. Another work [4], reports the use of fuzzy systems to perform channel estimation in CDMA based wireless communication. A simple method reported in [5] shows that data sequence and estimates of the channel condition can be carried out at the same time using the Viterbi algorithm and fuzzy logic for the convolutional code. After a fixed number of decoding steps, the fuzzy logic unit reads the branch metric value of the survivor and the difference between maximum and minimum survivor path metric values at the Viterbi decoder and estimates the channel condition with the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The proposed method enables the channel estimation regardless of what kinds of modulator and demodulator are used. Another work refereed in [6] presents the equalization of channel distortion by using NF network. The structure and learning algorithm of NFS network have been described. Using learning algorithm of NFS network an adaptive equalizer have been developed. The developed equalizer recovers transmitted signal efficiently. The use of NFS equalizer in digital signal transmission allows decreasing training time of parameters and the complexity of network. Some other works are [7] - [10]. Use of fuzzy logic as the core of the reasoning engine to determine different parameters used by the WiMAX system is reported in [11]. This work focuses on one of the main functions of the reasoning engine i.e. determination of the channel type and the number of pilots used for channel estimation. Anther work introduces an Adaptive Neural Fuzzy Channel Equalizer (ANFCE) based on Adaptive Neural Fuzzy Filter (ANFF) [12]. The ANFF is a five layer ANN which is able to use the expert knowledge in its structure. The structure and parameters of this network are adjusted according to the training data and the available expert knowledge. A work cited in [13] proposes a computationally efficient NFS based equalizer for use in communication channels. This equalizer performs close to the optimum maximum a-posteriori probability (MAP) equalizer with a substantial reduction in computational complexity and can be trained with a supervised scalar clustering algorithm. To evaluate the performance of this system, the authors use BER and mean square error (MSE) criteria. The authors report the design of a feedforward ANN based approach for multipath Rayleigh channel estimation in a MIMO set-up [14]. The work [15], reports the use of a fuzzy MLP for application in stochastic MIMO channels. In [16], authors propose a FNS based MIMO channel modeling while in [17] the authors explore the usefulness of NFS or FNS for such applications. The use of an ANFIS based system for MIMO channels is reported in [18] where the authors use a Kalman filter for providing the training reference to the fuzzy system. In [19], the authors discuss about the used of GA aided technique for optimization of channel estimated obtained using an ANFIS system. In [20], the application of RNN blocks in MIMO channel estimation has been discussed. In all the above mentioned cases, the reported works have concentrated either on ANN, NFS or FNS learning and decision making approaches with the focus to improve performance of such systems with applications in time-varying wireless channels. These works have highlighted how ANN and fuzzy based systems are able to deal with the uncertainty observed in wireless channels and also track minute variations which are created due to the time dependent nature of such channels. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the conceptual framework of using fuzzy based approaches for modeling MIMO channels. The proposed GA aided ANFIS system for modeling MIMO channels is explained in Section III. Experimental details are covered in Section IV. Section 5 concludes the description.

II. MIMO CHANNEL MODELING USING FUZZY-BASED APPROACH

Fuzzy systems in NFS form provide certain advantages for which it has been considered as the primary system for MIMO channel estimation. The decision making mechanism of such a system is considered here in this work. The critical aspects about the NFS are its ability to follow subtle variations in the stochastic wireless channel and the ease of design and implementation of the fuzzy inference system using a traditional ANN in feed forward (FF) form. The key components of a fuzzy-based system are fuzzification, inference and de-fuzzification stages which is shown in Figure 1. The NFS relates a crisp input to a corresponding output, hence requires fuzzification and de-fuzzification stages.

A $m \times n$ linear MIMO system with outputs $x_1, x_2, \cdots, x_n$ and inputs $s_1, s_2, \cdots, s_m$ can be expressed as

$x_1 = f_1(s_1, s_2, \cdots, s_m), \quad x_2 = f_2(s_1, s_2, \cdots, s_m), \quad \cdots, \quad x_n = f_n(s_1, s_2, \cdots, s_m)$

where $f_i(\cdot)$ represents a transformation function at the $i^{th}$ receiver end. It also denotes

![Figure 1: Different stages of a fuzzy based system](image-url)
the non-linear variations in the channel which the transmitted signals acquire while propagating through it. The function \( f_t(\cdot) \) also encompasses the phase shifts and fading encountered in the wireless channel due to multipath propagation.

The MIMO channel input-output relationship is expressed as

\[
x_n = H(n)s(n) + v(n)
\]

where \( x \) is an \( M \times 1 \) vector with \( x_i(n), i = 1, 2, \ldots, M \) as the elements, \( s(n) \) representing the signal symbols, \( v(n) \) denotes additive background noise with \( H(n) \) being the \( M \times N \) channel matrix which maybe Rayleigh, Rician and Nakagami multipath fading. A fuzzy-based system implemented using a ANN framework adopted to model MIMO channel is shown in Figure 2.

![Figure 2: Fuzzy system based channel estimation](image)

### Table 1: Linguistic steps used to condition the inputs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. no.</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Notation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Negative Large</td>
<td>NL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Negative Medium</td>
<td>NM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Negative Small</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Close to Zero</td>
<td>CZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Positive Large</td>
<td>PL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Positive Medium</td>
<td>PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Positive Small</td>
<td>PS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following sections provide the relevant details considered while formulating input conditioning norms, inference rule sets and the design issues considered for the proposed fuzzy-based approach.

### III. PROPOSED MIMO CHANNEL MODELING USING GA ASSISTED DFE-ANFIS

The block diagram of the proposed split ANFIS based framework for MIMO channel modeling is shown in Figure 3. The sample set considered includes 2 × 2 and 4 × 4 MIMO set-ups with orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) data sets for different AWGN values like −3dB, 1 dB and 3 dB. This is done for the Gaussian, Rayleigh and Rician faded channels with different signal conditions with SNR values varying between −10 to 10 dB. The samples are subjected to a few linguistic steps as shown in Table 1. The inputs are also associated to the following set of norms:

- \( f(x) = NL, \quad -0.66 < x < -0.99; \)
- \( = NM, \quad -0.33 < x < -0.66; \)
- \( = NS, \quad 0 < x < -0.33; \)
- \( = CS, \quad x = 0; \)
- \( = PL, \quad 0.66 \leq x < 0.99; \)
- \( = PM, \quad 0.33 \leq x < 0.66; \)
- \( = PS, \quad 0 \leq x < 0.33; \)

**A. Input Conditioning**

The GA block receives estimates from the DFE which provides initial and fast estimates of the signals used for training the ANFIS blocks. The DFE uses a few pilot carriers from the signal block to provide a reduced size but near true copy of the transmitted data. It serves as the support to the training stage of the ANFIS. During the fuzzification process, the Bell MF is used. This MF provides smooth and non-linear functions optimally approximating the real world signals and are also suitable for learning systems like ANN. The Bell MF has three parameters namely slope, spread and center the selection of which is always a tedious process requiring a trial and error mechanism. Here, GA is used to select these three parameters such that an optimal set of these parameters are obtained. The steps involved in the GA assisted selection of the three parameters are shown in pseudo code form in Algorithm 1. The GA-aided block helps to increase the precision and the overall processing time of the system which is evident in the results explained in subsequent sections. For the three parameters, the mean square error (MSE) of the ANFIS system is taken as the fitness criteria. The set of values for which the best MSE is obtained at shortest time is considered to be the optimum set of slope, spread and center for the Bell MF. For different center values a search of 2000 integer values of slope and 500 non-zero values of spread are used to run the GA optimization. Four numbers of MFs are used in the fuzzification stage to generate the training, validation and test data.

**Figure 3: System model of proposed GA aided Split-ANFIS approach**
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C. Inference Rule Set

Two sets of inference rules are formulated. One set is shown in Table 2. The first set has less number of intermediate states while the second one contains more steps to facilitate finer classification and provide better precision.

Algorithm 1 GA in simplified form

1: [Start] Generate random n chromosomes (likely solutions)
2: [Fitness] Evaluate fitness $F(x)$ of each chromosome $x$
3: [New population] Create repeating following steps
4: while Until the new population is complete do
5: [Selection] Select two parent chromosomes from a population according to their fitness
6: [Crossover]
7: if Crossover probability then
8: generate new offspring
9: else
10: offspring is an exact copy of parents
11: end if
12: [Mutation] With a mutation probability, mutate new offspring at each locus (position in chromosome);
13: [Accepting] Place new offspring in a new population
14: end while
15: [Replace] Use new generated population for a further run of algorithm
16: [Test] If the end condition is satisfied, stop, and return the best solution in current population
17: [Loop] Go to step 2.

D. ANFIS based Inference Engine formed using FRNN

The ANFIS based inference engine formulated to implement the norms shown in Table 2 is formed by FRNN blocks. The ANFIS is in split form to deal with real and quadrature components of the input patterns. The fuzzified inputs are passed on to the ANFIS which decides upon the class-wise discrimination by finding a best match of the cluster codes. The FRNN is formed by multiple layers of fuzzy recurrent neuron (FRN) units (Figure 4). The inputs, weights and outputs are all fuzzified. The FRNN system has multiple layers. The first receives the fuzzified inputs. Each node in this layer is formed by a FRN. With fuzzy inputs, weights and outputs, the training process is carried out by a gradient descent back-propagation algorithm with Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) optimization. These FRNs track the real and quadrature components applied with time-varying segments and capture the subtle variation in magnitudes. Each neuron in the fuzzification layer represents a fuzzy term of the input linguistic variables of which multiple sets have been taken. The learning process makes bi-directional flow of the samples from the output to the preceding layers which carry out an adaptive modification of the connectionist links between the FRNs. The inference rules for the ANFIS system to perform MIMO channel estimation is fixed by considering transmit-receive conditions. Table 2 shows one set of inference rules taken to perform the training of the ANFIS estimator which is later taken for making decisions. For a given set of inputs from the MIMO set- up to the ANFIS estimator, the $x_i$ values generated produces the predicted set of transmitted signals from which the inference of the channel coefficients are obtained. The specific set of values that $x_i$ holds, determines the inference regarding significant or correlated channel coefficients as specified in the inference logic shown in Table 2. Appropriate encoding schemes are generated for implementing the inference rules which are executed by FRNN blocks with split activation for in-phase and quadrature components. The output decisions in fuzzy form are optimized by a SOM. SOM is a special ANN that works by resorting to unsupervised learning which enables it to group data according to closely matching attributes. The role played by the SOM blocks in the formation of the GA aided split ANFIS is significant due to the fact that the result generated is an optimized one. For a given window of N-sec.s several sets of output are generated. The optimization process carried out by following the competitive learning algorithm of the SOM selects the best set of results at the end of training iterations. As a result, the FRNN based ANFIS blocks show excellent capacity to deal with time variation observed in MIMO transmissions. The fuzzy based method to model stochastic MIMO channels is implemented in an ANFIS form of which the fuzzy rules can be either based on the Takagi-Sugeno or the Mamdani model. The Mamdani model is used in this case as it is found to be better suited for practical applications. A multiplier forward feedback type ANN of five layers formed by FRN blocks, as shown in Figure 5 is used. The first layer receives different fuzzy inputs. The second layer facilitates the implementation of the system’s rules and ensures adaptive behaviour. The triggering ability of the network is ensured by the third layer. The inference process is carried out in the fourth layer and the defuzzification process takes place in the fifth layer. The processing blocks in the ANFIS block are formed by FRN units which can tackle time-varying input with fuzzified forms of patterns and targets. The training of the ANFIS system is carried out in two phases-first, a forward pass and then a backward cycle during which the weights and other network parameters are updated. All the decision making regarding the classification and judging the difference between actual and desired response is carried out by the inference layer where multiple sets are implemented to check the effectiveness and performance derived. The response of the system is de-fuzzified by the next layer which is evaluated as per the decision risk functional norm.
The experiments are carried out using a set of samples which are accumulated for 2 × 2 and 4 × 4 MIMO -OFDM set-ups for Gaussian, Rayleigh and Rician faded channels with signals having SNR values varying between −10 to 10 dB. During testing, inputs from the receiver side estimates channel coefficients and compares them to the DFE generated values for a frequency range of 0.9 Ghz to 5 Ghz. A standard set of six rules gives optimal performance but experiments are carried out to see the effect of variation of the inference stage. The implementation of the inference engine using six set of rules shows a dependence on the network structure adopted for the implementation of the inference engine [18]. Four of the ANFIS with change in the network structure adopted configurations are tested for a VOIP based voice and digital video broadcast using a 4 × 4 MIMO wireless set-up infested with Rayleigh fading [16]. The VOIP voice grade transmissions involve 128-bit size OFDM data blocks of around fifty while the digital video broadcast involves over a thousand 6400-bit transmissions. These data blocks are used to train the ANFIS and GA-ANFIS systems. The results derived are also compared with that reported in [18]. Network complexity of the DFE-GA ANFIS system increases marginally but it lowers processing time and number of epochs required to reach the desired convergence goal. The results derived are summarized in Table 4. With a little rise in the design complexity, the proposed DFE-GA aided split ANFIS system contributes significantly to better quality reception in stochastic MIMO channels. Also there is a training latency but the validation and testing periods are considerably faster. Therefore, a fully trained system shows comparable processing time to that of statistical techniques but with better precision and reliability. Further, the training latency observed in the proposed approach can be lowered by using specialized hardware. This establishes the effectiveness of the proposed system.

Table 3: Effect in performance due to variation in network structure adopted for implementation of inference engine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network Size</th>
<th>No. of rules</th>
<th>MSE × 10^5</th>
<th>Epochs</th>
<th>Precision in %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20-32-43-28-16-4 (N1)</td>
<td>6 9</td>
<td>0.91 0.062</td>
<td>45 121</td>
<td>94.4 95.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-36-43-30-15-4 (N2)</td>
<td>6 9</td>
<td>0.67 0.051</td>
<td>47 119</td>
<td>95.2 95.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-38-43-40-20-4 (N3)</td>
<td>6 9</td>
<td>0.68 0.071</td>
<td>49 119</td>
<td>95.4 96.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-40-43-50-25-4 (N4)</td>
<td>6 9</td>
<td>0.51 0.048</td>
<td>46 121</td>
<td>94.9 95.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-42-43-50-30-4 (N5)</td>
<td>6 9</td>
<td>0.53 0.071</td>
<td>56 122</td>
<td>95.1 95.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. CONCLUSION

Here, we proposed an ANFIS based system for stochastic MIMO channel modeling supported by a DFE and GA optimizer block. The system constituted by FRNN blocks use GA optimization in selecting suitable sets of parameters provided by the DFE for MFs which perform the fuzzification. The ANFIS in split form tracks variations in the MIMO channel. The composite structure is capable of tracking time varying behaviour in the MIMO channel and contributes significantly towards improvement in the quality of reception of data transmitted through severely faded MIMO channels.
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